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I’m not having fun any longer. I’m not happy anymore! This job, this marriage, this community isn’t meeting 
my needs anymore.

These are the statements from those who have decided to make happiness their goal in life. Unfortunately, 
the tragedy of making happiness our goal in life is that we do not find it. We can’t find it in marriage or multi-
ple marriages. We can’t find it in six figure incomes. We can’t find it in workouts or diets. It’s a sinking feeling 
when you are counting on something to heal the turmoil in your heart, but once achieved, nothing changes.

In Ecclesiastes, Solomon uses this term “hebel”, which means “breath, vapor, wind.” Some of our Bibles trans-
late it “vanity”. Solomon uses it in connection with the phrase “chasing after the wind” (9 times in Ecclesiastes 
1:14, 2:11, 17, 4:4, etc.). He’s describing something that has no profit. It’s futile, has no lasting or meaningful value. 
Chasing the wind is a graphic picture of expending effort in vain. No one can catch the wind by chasing it.

If happiness via the pursuit of pleasure is not the goal of our existence, then what is? Solomon says that happi-
ness comes from a settled relationship based on trust and love with the Creator of the universe. 

The happiness of this world compared with the happiness of Moses, Solomon, Jesus and the church fathers is 
drastically different. According to the ancients, happiness is a life well lived, a life of virtue and character, a life 
that manifests wisdom, kindness and goodness. There is a deep sense of well-being that is achieved when we 
fear God over everything else. 

Jesus says, “Seek first this kingdom and his righteousness and all these things will be given to you as well” 
(Matt 6:33). C.S. Lewis says, “You can’t get second things by putting them first; you can get second things only 
by putting first things first.” Solomon says to vigorously pursue God’s wisdom. Why? Wisdom pulls us up from 
our shallowness and makes us whole.

Proverbs 2 is a passionate plea to respond to wisdom’s call (in chapter 1). It’s Solomon’s plea to pursue happi-
ness in the classical sense. Wisdom does not come easy. If it were easy, everyone would have it. Proverbs 2 is 
a complex conditional sentence (if/then) that is punctuated with lengthy motive clauses (“for”) and purpose 
clauses (“to”). Solomon begins with 8 verbs to describe the effort of passionately seeking wisdom: receive/store 
up (v. 1), incline/apply (v. 2), cry out/lift up (v. 3), seek/search (v. 4). 

1 My child, if you receive my words, and store up my commands within you, 2 by making your ear attentive 
to wisdom, and by turning your heart to understanding, 3 indeed, if you call out for discernment– raise your 
voice for understanding– 4 if you seek it like silver, and search for it like hidden treasure (Proverbs 2:1-4).

Solomon has taken us into a mine shaft, a place of hard work, but Solomon says that what you will discover will 
change your life. How so? Listen to these vivid descriptions. Look at this treasure that God is offering:

5 then you will understand how to fear the LORD, and you will discover knowledge about God. 6 For the LORD 
gives wisdom, and from his mouth comes knowledge and understanding. 7 He stores up effective counsel 
for the upright, and is like a shield for those who live with integrity, 8 to guard the paths of the righteous and 
to protect the way of his pious ones. 9 Then you will understand righteousness and justice and equity– every 
good way. 10 For wisdom will enter your heart, and moral knowledge will be attractive to you. 11 Discretion will 
protect you, understanding will guard you (Proverbs 2:5-11).

Something happens to us when we make the pursuit of wisdom our priority in life, when we seek it like silver 
and search for it like hidden treasure. God has created His wisdom in such a way that if you seek it, you will 
actually find it. He’s not playing a hide and seek game; it’s full disclosure. God’s goal is for integration. He wants 
His truth and wisdom to sink deep into you and transform you and protect you.



God is not interested in a legalistic set of rules where we try to comply through the flesh. He is interested in 
changing our appetites. When wisdom enters your ear, it is actually attractive to you and integrated within 
you:

* You will know what to do when the homeless person comes to you when you are at Arco and asks for money 
for food. 
* You will know what to do when someone undercharges you at Sprouts. 
* You will know if this handsome boy at GHS is someone you should be dating or not dating.  
* You will know in some of the most difficult situations who is compromising and who is pursuing integrity.  

You will know what is right, just and fair (vs. 9). Solomon says that you will know to stay away from the evil man 
and evil woman.

12 to deliver you from the way of the wicked, from those speaking perversity, 13 who leave the upright paths 
to walk on the dark ways, 14 who delight in doing evil, they rejoice in perverse evil; 15 whose paths are moral-
ly crooked, and who are devious in their ways; 16 to deliver you from the adulteress, from the sexually loose 
woman who speaks flattering words; 17 who leaves the husband from her younger days, and forgets her mar-
riage covenant made before God. 18 For her house sinks down to death, and her paths lead to the place of 
the departed spirits. 19 None who go in to her will return, nor will they reach the paths of life (Proverbs 2:12-19).

Solomon calls the adulteress woman “strange” (zara) or “foreign” (nokriya). What makes the strange woman 
strange or the foreign woman foreign? She is strange or foreign because she is willing to forsake her covenant 
made before God. 

This is a big problem, because God created marriage, He created family, He created sexual intimacy. He is the 
expert. Sexual intimacy is awesome, glorious and God-honoring in the context of a monogamous marriage 
between one man and one woman (Genesis 1:27-28; 2:18, 21-14; Matthew 19:4-6; Mark 10:5-8; cf. Hebrews 13:4). 
Marriage, singleness, or celibacy are the only paths that keep us from experiencing the devastation described 
in verses 18-19.

20 So you will walk in the way of good people, and will keep on the paths of the righteous. 21 For the upright 
will reside in the land, and those with integrity will remain in it, 22 but the wicked will be removed from the 
land, and the treacherous will be torn away from it (Proverbs 2:20-22).

Verses 21-22 sound a lot like the covenant blessings and curses described in Deuteronomy 27-28. 

HAPPINESS TODAY     HAPPINESS ACCORDING TO PROVERBS

Fleeting pleasures      Virtue and well-being 
Intense feelings that are constantly changing  Settled and stable
Lusts of flesh, eyes and pride of life (1 John 2:16)  Little steps of faithfulness used by God 
Outward circumstances    Inward transformation
Addictive and enslaving     Empowering and liberating
Life feels fragmented     Life feels whole and integrated
Achieved by self-absorbed narcissism   Achieved by self-denial, fear and love of God

Are you seeking happiness outside of the wisdom of God? 

Is the wisdom in your heart keeping you from the company and values of perverse people, or are you living in 
a dangerous friendship with the perversions of this world and values of godless people?

Is the wisdom in your heart keeping you from the company of sexually immoral people, or are you flirting with 
the deadly consequences of sexual sin?  

God is Pleasure and Satisfaction; He is our Fulfillment. All that our human heart longs for is found in Him and 
is a gift from Him. Wisdom, knowledge, and joy come from Him and satisfaction is a gift that only God can 
give. Our calling is to receive His good and gracious gifts to us in whatever portion He decides. We accept 
whatever He portions to us, because ultimately it is not the gifts but the Giver that fills our hearts.  


